The Board of Supervisors may be changing its priorities since the election of new members.

We've got opinions up the wazoo today, including why Alan Dunton thinks credit/no credit is a crock.

Meet Taryn Sperry of the women's basketball team.

BY KIM KANEY  
DAILY STAFF WRITER

WEEKEND IN THE ARMY

Two people, one assignment: spend a weekend running around Camp San Luis with Cal Poly's ROTC, then make it back alive with the story and pictures to tell about it.

grabbed my pack and loaded into the van. The butterflies in my stomach were getting bigger. I didn't know what to expect and neither did the 13 other students in the van. I was headed for Camp San Luis with the Cal Poly Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) for field training exercises. Each quarter ROTC cadets and students taking military science classes spend a weekend similar to the one I was about experience.

We loaded out of the van and into our platoons. I filed into the second platoon, second squad, alpha team. I wasn't the only one without any experience or ideas of what to expect last weekend. But we were all ready for anything. Everyone had camouflage makeup hiding their faces. Leaders seemed stressed, but there was a smile hidden beneath all that camo.

"Attention!" Stand up straight, heels together, eyes forward, lips silent and don't move.

"Everything seemed so formal. The cadets carried out specific procedures, following army protocol. "Talking activities and putting people into organization isn't second nature," said Col. Rich Kane.

The weekend was a training exercise for the leaders. They'd be evaluated on leadership and communication skills. A lot of people were stressed because of the pressure, he said.

Our first activity of the day was land navigation, where I discovered that ROTC takes "learn by doing" to the full extent. Everyone circled up for a quick course on compass skills Kane watched on as the cadets explained everything. He stood with his pipe gently rested on his bottom lip. The smoke circled around me as he watched me take notes.

Cadet Dan Tallieno, a political science senior who plans to join the army reserve, walked over to introduce himself as my guardian for the weekend. If I had a problem, I was to consult him, but I was determined not to admit when I got tired.

Before we could proceed Kane said, "Safety is integral. It is in combat. It is in training. It is in everything." We headed out with an instruction sheet and our compass in search of specific points to find. My team leader, Cadet Barbara Arnold, a construction management senior, led the way. She had difficulty in determining our destination. Frustration clouded her judgment. In the end she found four of her points and we headed back to the starting point.

After a longer navigation-point search, it was time for lunch. This was the highlight of the day and also the longest amount of time we had to eat. We had about 10 minutes to eat a meal ready-to-eat (MRE). All food came individually packed in plastic bags. I had tuna with noodles, crackers, grape jelly, pound cake, M&Ms, coffee, a powdered beverage, Chiclets gum and Tabasco sauce.

"Tabasco makes everything taste better," said Cadet Landon Tymoch, a business senior. I saved my miniature Tabasco as a souvenir.

My MRE was about the only thing in my ruck I ever had a chance to use. My ruck, or backpack, was full with my notebook, a toothbrush, a brush, change of socks, and other personal items I never should have brought. They were just extra weight. Besides my ruck, I was wearing my vest that held two full canisters and small arms pouches.

After lunch, we fell back into our platoons and marched up to the next station chanting: "They say that in the army the chow is mighty fine."

From top, counterclockwise: Computer science junior Ty Shepard carries the "pig." Shepard commands his platoon; and electrical engineering junior Robert Shaeffer, practices a still-breathing drill for accurate shooting.

See ROTC page 2
Biscuit rolled off the table and hit me in the eye. The eyepie is might fine, won't let me go.

My battle buddy, Cadet Ty Shepard was controlling the M-60, the "pig" as many referred to it. This is the weapon with the most destructive power. He was excited to be in control. We took concealment behind a tree branch and waited for the enemy to approach. The leaders' weapons were real and loaded with blanks.
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and get...
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Between 2/1/97 & 2/14/97 you'll get a $5 bonus for opening an account with a deposit of $100 or more.
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Guys meet your dreamgirl
Girls meet your dreamguy

Call if you are:
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>Enthusiastic
>Willing To Be Friends

Call NOW!!! 1-900-659-0556 EXT. 8986
$2.99 Per Minute MUST Be 18 Years Old Serv-U(619)645-8434

DON'T FORGET TO ATTEND YOUR STUDENT LOAN EXIT INTERVIEW!

"You know those student loans you didn't pay back? Well, I'm here to repossess your education."
Is the San Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors shifting its attention to another type of green? With the replacement of David Blakley with Mike Ryan, there has been growing concern that the focus of the board has shifted from protection of the environment to economic growth.

Sarah Christie, aide to Supervisor Bud Laurent, said while the environment was more of a priority for the board, the focus has changed.

"The board hasn't taken any formal position, but the indicators so far are that they are making environmental protection and enhancement less an emphasis than it has been," she said.

However, Christie said the public's perception of the board being unified towards growth is not true. It is now a 3-2 vote, she said.

But David Garth, president of the San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce, chalks up the board's reputation to the new members' previous campaign themes.

Garth said one can't say the board leans more towards growth or environmental protection and enhancing the environment was more of a priority for the board, the focus has changed.

"There is the campaign and then there is reality. I think the way you judge is to watch the action, and I don't think there is enough action yet," Garth said.

But a recent vote to revise the 1996-97 budget goals, may have given some cause for suspicion. The board changed the only line that addressed the budget in relation to the environment. It previously stated that the goal was to "...enhance and appropriately use the natural assets of San Luis Obispo County." It was changed to "...create an effective balance between the economic, environmental and social interests of San Luis Obispo County."

Rick Hawley, chairman of the environmental group Greenspace, said he is concerned about the new board.

"They have put the environment on the back burner. And doing that is very dangerous," Hawley said.

"Our nation is the envy of the world because we take care of it. And as long as we continue to do so, we will be prosperous," Supervisor Ruth Brackett said that there was no reason why the board couldn't be pro-growth as well as pro-environment.

"We are pro-property rights," Brackett said. "But that does not equate to destroying the environment. It is a matter of looking at everybody's concerns and allowing some development, as well as protecting those places in the environment that are very important."

Brackett said the board would work with developers and the community to create a balance between economies and the environment.

Christie said if the public has any concerns, they should contact their supervisors either by calling the offices or writing them.

Brackett agreed.

"People have to get involved in the development of their communities," she said. "Citizens must voice their opinions."

TRAFFIC SCHOOL

COMEDY STYLE CLASSIC TAUGHT BY CAL POLY STUDENTS

$20 IN 1997 AD

Receive an Extra $5.00 Off with Any Competitor's Ad

Ask how you can go for FREE:

805-582-0505

Info on-line: www.trafficschool.com

WE'LL ERASE YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.

If you're stuck with a student loan that's not in default, the Army might pay it off.

If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt up to $25,000. Payment is either 1/3 of the debt or $500 for each year of service, whichever is greater.

You'll also have training in a choice of skills and enough self-assurance to last you the rest of your life.

Get all the details from your Army Recruiter.

1-800-235-ARMY or www.goarmy.com

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

SONY

...is Hiring

Open interviews on campus for co-op positions are Monday, February 10 and Tuesday, February 11. Sign up at Career Services. If schedule is full, please leave your resume.

Open interviews for career positions are Monday, March 10.

An information session on Sony is scheduled for Monday evening, February 10.

- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (E.E., C.P.E., Physics)
- MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
- INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

Sony representatives will interview for the above majors for placement at our San Diego Technology Center. Sony engineers work to manufacture state-of-the-art computer display monitors from concept through production. We encourage and nurture our engineers to work as team members to design hardware and software used in mass production of computer display monitors.

Sony is a growing and existing manufacturing facility offering opportunities and exposure to new emerging technologies. We have captured over half the world's workstation market for color displays using our award winning Trinitron technology.

Come join our winning team!

El Corral Computer Store is offering great deals on RAM. And that's not all -- bring in your old RAM* and we'll give you a price break on the new RAM!

Check Out These Deals!

16 MB SIMM: $79.00
16 MB DIMM: $83.00

EL CORRAL COMPUTER STORE

www.fd.n.calpoly.edu
756-5311

*RAM brought in for trade-in subject to testing before discount is given.
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Bad to some, good to others

MEGAN LONG

While reading Monday's opinion piece, "Professors should teach facts, not force opinions," I thought that the writer had gotten something very wrong. She said that depending on luck, someone will get a good or bad instructor. Instead of explaining what she means by "good" and "bad," she assumes that these adjectives have objective meaning. Those two words mean different things on an individual basis. The professor who is "good" to one student may be considered "bad" by another.

When the writer made the mistake of classifying instructors as good or bad, she fell into the very trap she protested against. She said that instructors should not voice their opinions in class, but teach the facts instead. But just what are the facts? Webster defines a fact as "something put forward as objectively real." In the context of Monday's opinion, good and bad are both very subjective terms - are known facts? That's just my point - many things that have been purported as facts aren't worthy of the label.

Creativism was accepted unconditionally by many people as a fact until Darwin's theory of evolution was proposed. Now the public is being trained to report facts impartially. Similarly, when multiple people witness an event, chances are they will report different "factual" accounts of that same event.

Total objectivity is impossible to obtain. As a journalism student, I am being trained to report facts impartially. But, as my journalism teachers have admitted, we are all biased in some way, leading to slightly slanted writing. This is because we are human and it is part of our nature to have our opinions. Differences make life exciting.

If the instructors of our classes just reported the "facts," we would still hear the opinion of someone. This would most likely be a person who made an impact on history - someone with a high status that his/her opinions have been adopt-ed as facts.

So why aren't our instructors' opinions worthy enough to be expressed in class? Is it because they haven't left their mark on history? If they were Nobel Prize winners would the expression of their opinions be justified?

The writer said that in an ethics class, her professor didn't express his opinions because he wanted to encourage class discussions, but what about classes that deal with abstract topics like philosophy? In some cases, students may not be accustomed to the manner of thinking related to the topic. The professor might voice his/her opinion to get students thinking and begin a discussion. Or, as in one of my classes, the professor might put forth a provocative statement (not his/her real opinion) to generate response from the class.

The acting instructor I've had at Poly was an ethnic studies professor who presented multiple views, including his own. Does this mean he is a "bad" teacher?

The writer's example of the "bad" teacher is a perfect case of how people interpret things differently. It just happens that I had that political science professor, and would not only place him in my office in the halls, but also think that I think he is the best teacher I have had at Poly. I don't remember him as opin-ionated, but do remember his passion for world events and the desire to show his students the importance of those events. The writer said that all eyes are on him in class, and that is true - he commands attention because of his enthusiastic subject he teaches and the interesting personal experiences he relates.

I remember when my class was studying Russian-American relations and he shared with us how he felt when he was a captain in the intelligence sector when the USSR invaded Czechoslovakia. To illustrate the role of espionage and the trouble of "information overload," he told us how helpless he felt as stacks of paper with the reports of American spies came into the intelligence room. Only he and another professor were able to go through the information, leaving it to us to figure it out. He reminded him saying wistfully, "What if there was something in there that could have stopped the invasion?" It had been almost a year since I had that professor, but I can clearly remember his method of teaching, which I found very inspiring.

Maybe the writer's negative opinion of the professor who is "bad" is because the writer doesn't agree with him. He or she might not have been in the same class, or be the same student. As a journalism student, I am being taught to report facts impartially. But, as my journalism teachers have admitted, we are all biased in some way, leading to slightly slanted writing. This is because we are human and it is part of our nature to have our opinions. Differences make life exciting.

Karine Gambhir is a mechanical engineering senior.

The sleep deprived rantings of one crazy ex-smurf

KABIR GAMBHIR

Since I'm writing this thing with not even 20 hours of sleep for the last five days, I thought I would share that with whoever has felt the lack of care and eternal dreaminess I am in right now. It all started when I was a small smurf. I wasn't the average smurf - I was four apples high, not three.

I was wandering around the forest at about 3 a.m. and realized that I was lost. I couldn't find my way back to my little mushroom hut. Imagine what that must have felt like. I was blue, lost, hungry and I couldn't sleep because I wasn't in my little bed. I wandered and frolicked and skipped about 3 a.m. and realized that I was becoming a different creature of the forest. I was becoming a wild boar. Imagine what that must have felt like. I was pinkish brown, bristly and had two little horns growing out of my snout.

What a great life I had, wandering about and snorting and grunting, playing in the mud, running on all fours. As I floated through campus today, I experienced a sort of euphoria, but I felt very out of touch and distant from those around me. This was good,
RATED AS ONE OF THE TEN FASTEST GROWING SOFTWARE COMPANIES
BY SOFTWARE MAGAZINE

Documentum, Inc. is a leading software developer and marketer of products for enterprise document management. Documentum delivers a state-of-the-art product family that enables Fortune 1000 companies to increase their competitive advantage by capturing, reusing and managing changes to business-critical information. Our flagship product Enterprise Document Management System (EDMS) has recently been extended to include Documentum RightSite™ for Web Content Management. This exciting new product family puts us far ahead of our competition. At Documentum you will gain experience working with today's hottest technologies to develop our leading edge next generation product family that enables Fortune 1000 companies to increase their competitive advantage by capturing, reusing and managing changes to business-critical information.

We will be hosting an information session on February 19, 1997 at 7:00p.m in Staff Dining Room B. All are welcome, so come see what Documentum has to offer!!

Our company representatives will be interviewing on campus March 10, 1997 for the following Engineering positions:

*Software Engineers
- Client/Server
- Integration
- QA/Test

If you are majoring in Computer Science we would like to talk with you. Sign up to interview with us through the Career Placement Center. For more information prior to the on-campus recruiting dates, you can call our Employment Department at 510-463-6857 or visit our Web site at the following URL: http://www.documentum.com

SCHEDULE YOUR ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW w w w. m i c r o l i n e a r. c o m

MICRO LINEAR OFFERS
NUMEROUS CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE AREAS OF:

ANALOG DESIGN ENGINEERS

If you are graduating with an MS/EE or BSEE with very strong analog design skills, this position will provide the opportunity to learn advanced K design while developing systems engineering skills. Design Engineers will also have the chance to work in advanced BMC ap process technologies. You will design and develop analog and mixed-signal ICs. This includes chip definition, circuit design, simulation, layout, specification, development, characterization and release to production.

TEST DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

If you are graduating with a BSEE, enjoy working on analog and mixed-signal circuits, and have computer programming skills, our Test Development Engineering opportunities may be for you. You will use your understanding of analog and digital circuits to design hardware and software that performs complex electrical screening of our mixed-signal ICs on automatic test equipment, as well as ensure this testing correlates to laboratory bench testing. You will work closely with our IC Design Engineers and Product Engineers to define and implement a test program that guarantees parametric and functional operation of the IC.

PRODUCT ENGINEERS

If you are graduating with a BS/EE and have a preference for analog circuits, our Product Engineering positions may be of interest to you. Strong analog skills are integral, as you will evaluate, characterize and introduce new products to manufacturing. You will also be responsible for analyzing, enhancing and forecasting Wafer Sort and Final Test yields and supporting production to resolve product issues.

Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo Interviews, Tuesday, February 18  •  Career Services

IF YOU MISS US OR ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND AN INTERVIEW, PLEASE MAIL OR FAX YOUR RESUME AND A COPY OF YOUR TRANSCRIPTS TO DATE, TO MICRO LINEAR, HUMAN RESOURCES, 2092 CONCOURS DR., SAN JOSE, CA 95131. FAX (408) 432-7523, OR EMAIL HR@MICROLINEAR.COM. WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Meals Plan Payments are Due February 14

Changes in your Meal Plan may be requested by completing a Change Meal Form available at the Foundation Cashier. We cannot accept change forms after February 14. $10 fee will be charged when applicable.

Make payment at:
- Foundation Cashier Administration Bldg #15
- Drop Box in Foundation Administration Bldg #15
- Campus Express Club Deposit Stations

Please do not deposit payment of State cashier drop box — call 1-3
Please make checks payable to:
CAL POLY FOUNDATION

MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin

IN THE BLEACHERS
by Steve Moore

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1997

Techniques and the psychology of group dynamics.

"I enjoy the camaraderie and leadership with all the chances to learn and lead," Page said. Most military science courses are open to all students. Classes like orienteering, wilderness survival, and mountain training teach basic map reading, compass skills, rappelling and many more survival techniques. Students can enroll in military science for full academic credit without enrolling in the ROTC or incurring any military service obligation.

Most importantly what students will learn by participating in these courses is a unique respect for the armed services.

I would have never understood if I hadn't been involved last weekend.
Freshman walk-on makes difference for Poly

By Megan Lehtonen
Daily Staff Writer

When it comes to being an all-around athlete — Taryn Sperry has mastered the concept.

A member of the Cal Poly women's basketball team, the freshman walk-on has come from a long list of sports and record-breaking feats that seem almost unimaginable. The forward is currently leading the Mustangs in rebounds, averaging 5.8 per game, and 6.3 in the Big West Conference play.

Sperry practiced five hours a day, six days a week as a national gymnast. She trained from ages nine to fourteen and was recruited there to dive. "The coach said he wanted to work with me, so he put me on varsity," Sperry said. "I ended up sitting the bench the whole year, but that is when I learned the basics and fundamentals of basketball."

Once her junior year came around, she was a starter on the team. By the time she was a senior, she had broken a school record for most rebounds in a game (20). Following her junior year, she quit tennis to focus on diving and basketball, and was considering U.C. Berkeley for college after being recruited there to dive.

"I slacked on my decision for (U.C. Berkeley), so I decided to come to Cal Poly and dive here," she said.

When she got here, she decided that basketball would be a better opportunity for her, so she went to head coach Karen Booker and started to attend the open gym.

"At first, she didn't seem too interested in me," Sperry said. "The team had a lot of injuries so there were some spots open, but I wasn't sure of their level of play. I'm still young in my knowledge of basketball."

She didn't want to regret not trying out, so I guess I've found something to stick with," she added. "But gymnastics will always be my first love."

Coach Booker said that Sperry's drive for learning is amazing because she has the ability to pick up concepts immediately. She said Sperry is doing a tremendous job playing a role on the team as a good rebounder and an excellent defensive player.

"Taryn does a great job of leading by example," Booker said. "In early practices, you could see her athleticism. She is always giving her maximum effort."

Booker said Sperry earned her starting position midway through the season.

"I think gymnastics helped me with my ability to catch on," Sperry said. "I try to absorb everything the coach tells me."

Sperry is currently shooting 40 percent from the field and 87 percent from the free-throw line.

Sperry said her goal in the future is to gain more skills in the perimeter game. She added that she has been working on her dribbling skills to help with her outside game.

"I foresee Taryn being able to play the perimeter by her junior year," Booker said.

As for now, she said she's having fun and staying positive, despite the team's 3-15 record. Sperry enjoys the closeness that the team has with each other.

"Our team is like our own little family," Sperry said. "Taryn is always doing her job," Bauer said. "She is one of the best teammates I have had in my 11 years of playing basketball."

No agreement reached between baseball players and umpires

By Ronald Blum
Associated Press

PALM BEACH, Fla. — Baseball's contentious umpires, players and owners didn't achieve any breakthroughs during their six-hour meeting Tuesday, instead setting up a task force to examine their differences.

Major League Baseball

Several participants said each side "vented" during the discussion, which included two players, three umpires, two general managers, both league presidents and acting commissioner Bud Selig. While the talk got heated at times, it remained civil, according to people in the meeting who spoke on the condition they not be identified.

You kind of have to lay your cards on the table and we did," New York Yankees pitcher David Cone said.

There will be more meetings of this nature, probably on a smaller scale. We're not going to solve all the problems of the world in one day," Selig called for the meeting after umpires, angry over the Roberto Alomar spit-gate last September, attempted to strike the postseason only to be stopped by a federal judge.

Alomar, Baltimore's All-Star second baseman, was suspended for five games after spitting at umpire John Hirschbeck on the final weekend of the season. Umpires wanted a longer suspension and wanted Alomar to serve the penalty during the playoffs rather than during the first week of the 1997 season.

"We had a full and frank discussion, with the views of all parties being fully aired. We're not going to solve all the problems of the world in one day," Selig called for the meeting after umpires, angry over the Roberto Alomar spit-gate last September, attempted to strike the postseason only to be stopped by a federal judge.

Alomar, Baltimore's All-Star second baseman, was suspended for five games after spitting at umpire John Hirschbeck on the final weekend of the season. Umpires wanted a longer suspension and wanted Alomar to serve the penalty during the playoffs rather than during the first week of the 1997 season.

"We had a full and frank discussion, with the views of all parties being fully aired," Selig said. "We believe that this meeting has been productive and holds out the hope for future progress in developing better relationships among all parties."